
Grantee Webinar
Summer 2021 Grant Cycle



Updating Organizational Contacts

• Executive Director, Primary Contact, Primary Investigator (PI)

• Grants Portal Applicant Account

• Financial Liaison



Contracting

• Standard & Medical Research Grants

• Capital Campaigns



Navigating the Grants Portal



Payment Process

• Creating a Bill.com Account

• ACH Transfer Test (“Penny Test”) … hint: it is NOT $.01!

• Matching Grants Payment Process



Reporting

• Single-Year Grants

• Multi-Year Grants



Unique Situations

• Amendments & Mid-Grant Period Changes

• No-Cost Extension Policy

• De Minimis Policy



Foundation Communications

• Email Addresses to Save in “Safe Sender List”
• mail@grantapplication.com

• info@conradprebysfoundation.org

• erindecker@conradprebysfoundation.org

• akritchevsky@conradprebysfoundation.org

• Communication Preferences

• Invitation/Ticket Policy

mailto:mail@grantapplication.com
mailto:info@conradprebysfoundation.org
mailto:erindecker@conradprebysfoundation.org
mailto:akritchevsky@conradprebysfoundation.org


Grant Communications Toolkit
Summer 2021 Grant Cycle



Media Guidance
The following materials are intended for the use of The Conrad Prebys Foundation 
grantees to help publicize your grant awards and projects.



Media Request Form

To submit a request for interviews, quotes or other needs not addressed 
in the Communications Toolkit, please complete the following media 
request form, and a Foundation representative will get back to you 
shortly.

theconradprebysfoundationgrants.com

https://theconradprebysfoundationgrants.com/


Media Process Overview 

The Foundation announced its Summer 2021 Grant Cycle the morning 
of Monday, Aug. 30.

Reference the Brand Guidelines for information on how to use The 
Conrad Prebys Foundation name, logos and more.

https://www.conradprebysfoundation.org/resources


Logo

• Recommended logo: “Original on Transparent”

• Foundation logos are available for download on the Resources page.

https://www.conradprebysfoundation.org/resources


Sample Credit Lines

The {title of project} has been made possible in part by a major grant 
from The Conrad Prebys Foundation.

This {program} has been made possible in part by The 
Conrad Prebys Foundation.



Key Messages
• Summer 2021 Grant Cycle: The summer 2021 grant cycle is a continuation of our namesake’s passion and 

legacy for philanthropic giving. The Conrad Prebys Foundation is honored to award nearly $13 million in grant 
funding to 102 grant projects.

• Together with our inaugural grant cycle earlier this year, the Foundation has awarded more than $90 
million in 2021 to deserving organizations that will positively impact our community.

• Impact Areas: The awarded applicants reflect a balance between focus areas of personal interest to 
Conrad Prebys and the urgent needs of our community, which has been upended due to the coronavirus 
pandemic. Impact areas for the summer 2021 grant cycle include: animal conservation, health care, higher 
education, youth development, visual and performing arts, and medical research

• Stewardship: With the highest levels of financial and organizational stewardship, The 
Conrad Prebys Foundation continues the legacy of Prebys’ patronage, while evolving its funding focus to 
meet the needs of the community.

• Inspiring Giving: Conrad Prebys experienced incredible joy through the act of giving to causes he was 
passionate about, and the foundation hopes that these gifts – including several matching opportunities being 
funded – will inspire others to give as well.

• Continual Improvement: As the needs of the community evolve, the Foundation is committed to 
exploring innovative ways to maximize its impact in the region – from unique funding structures to strategic 
partnerships to the identification of urgent community needs.



Foundation Description

The following description can be used in press release boilerplates and other 
promotional or media materials when referring to The Conrad Prebys Foundation. 

About The Conrad Prebys Foundation

The Conrad Prebys Foundation was established by real estate entrepreneur 
Conrad Prebys to perpetuate his commitment to philanthropic endeavors. The 
Conrad Prebys Foundation inspires transformational change by funding projects 
in alignment with Conrad Prebys’ legacy interests and continuing his efforts that 
spark meaningful advancement in our communities. For more information, 
visit www.ConradPrebysFoundation.org.

http://www.conradprebysfoundation.org/


Pre-Approved Quotes
The following quotes are pre-approved for grantee use in promotional and media 
materials.



Generic 

“The summer 2021 grant cycle is a continuation of our namesake’s passion and legacy for 
philanthropic giving and builds upon our inaugural grant cycle earlier this year,” said Erin Decker, 
director of grantmaking for The Conrad Prebys Foundation. “The Conrad Prebys Foundation is thrilled 
to support these 102 nonprofit organizations that are each working diligently to incite meaningful 
change throughout San Diego.” 



Health Care and Medical Research 

Health Care
“The last 18 months have highlighted the critical importance of having equitable access to quality 
health care and health education,” said Erin Decker, director of grantmaking at The Conrad Prebys
Foundation. “The Foundation is honored to have a role in ensuring these organizations have the 
resources and tools they need to promote the overall wellbeing of our community members.”

Medical Research
“The past year has highlighted the imperative behind-the-scenes work that researchers are 
conducting to ensure we have the insights, technologies, treatments and medicine we need to keep 
communities healthy,” said Erin Decker, director of grantmaking at The Conrad Prebys Foundation. 
“The Foundation is honored to have a role in ensuring these meaningful research projects have the 
resources necessary to fuel future solutions in medical care.” 



Youth Development and Higher Education

Youth Development
“The resiliency of San Diego’s youth has been stretched and challenged in unimaginable ways during 
the pandemic, and the Foundation is grateful to be able to give to a range of nonprofits as they work 
to support, inspire and care for the future leaders of our region,” said Erin Decker, director of 
grantmaking at The Conrad Prebys Foundation.

Higher Education
“Conrad firmly believed that as the first person in his family to earn a degree, his higher education 
played a pivotal role in learning the discipline that helped spark his ambition and propelled his 
professional successes,” said Tony Cortes, board chair of The Conrad Prebys Foundation. “He would 
be happy to see the Foundation supporting organizations and programs that will help inspire students 
in their own educational ambitions, regardless of their choice of career path.”



Visual and Performing Arts and
Animal Conservation

Visual and Performing Arts
“Conrad found incredible joy in supporting the visual and performing arts during his lifetime and was 
a fervent patron of all forms of art,” said Tony Cortes, board chair of The Conrad Prebys Foundation. 
“From music and art to theatre and dance, he was moved by the immersive experiences the arts 
provide and would be delighted to see the impact these grants will have in providing similar 
inspiration to individuals throughout the San Diego community.”

Animal Conservation
“Conrad always had a deep reverence for animals and found a sense of peace and wonder in their 
presence,” said Tony Cortes, board chair of The Conrad Prebys Foundation. “He would be delighted to 
see the Foundation’s support of these world-class organizations that provide care for and protect the 
animals he loved.”



Stakeholder Communication
Considerations for communicating with key stakeholders



Stakeholder Communication

The Conrad Prebys Foundation encourages all grant recipients to 
communicate about the award to their stakeholders. Consider the 
following audiences when developing outreach plans:

• Board of directors

• Employees

• Clients/Beneficiaries of your services

• Donors

• Volunteers

• Social media followers

• And more ...



Promotional Assets



Connect with us

Hashtags
Where appropriate, we recommend including the following hashtags when sharing 
about the grant announcement to your social channels, as relevant to your 
organization.

#TheConradPrebysFoundation #philanthropy #grants #nonprofit #SanDiego

Connect with The Conrad Prebys Foundation on LinkedIn
If your organization is on LinkedIn, please follow us and tag The 
Conrad Prebys Foundation in your posts. The Foundation does not currently have 
profiles on any other social channels.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-conrad-prebys-foundation/


Social Media Sample Posts
Below are a few social media post examples to help you share the excitement around your grant award. We encourage 
you to link to our awards page in your posts. 

Twitter

[Insert organization name] just received a grant from The Conrad Prebys Foundation! [Insert link to foundation awards page]

Facebook

We are excited to announce that [insert organization name] received a grant from The Conrad Prebys Foundation for our 
important work toward [describe grant project]! [Insert link to foundation awards page]

Instagram

We are thrilled to announce that [insert organization name] received one of the summer 2021 grants from The Conrad Prebys
Foundation! This grant will support our important work to [describe grant project]. Link in bio to learn more about our project.

LinkedIn

We are excited to announce that [insert organization name] received a [insert grant dollar amount] grant from The Conrad Prebys
Foundation. These funds will support our important work to [describe grant project]. We are honored to be one of 
216 organizations supported by The Conrad Prebys Foundation this year! [Insert link to foundation awards page]

https://www.conradprebysfoundation.org/awards


Questions?



Contact Information

For general grant inquiries: 

• Erin Decker
Director of Grantmaking, 
The Conrad Prebys Foundation
erindecker@conradprebysfoundation.org

• Alexandra Kritchevsky
Grants & Program Officer,
The Conrad Prebys Foundation
akitchevsky@conradprebysfoundation.org

For media outreach questions: 

• Melissa Rue
Account Director,
Nuffer, Smith, Tucker Public Relations
m: 208.850.5939
mkr@nstpr.com

• Krista Smith
Senior Account Executive,
Nuffer, Smith, Tucker Public Relations
m: 805.704.2729
kls@nstpr.com

mailto:erindecker@conradprebysfoundation.org?subject=The%20Conrad%20Prebys%20Foundation%20Summer%202021%20Grant%20Announcement
mailto:AKritchevsky@conradprebysfoundation.org
mailto:mkr@nstpr.com?subject=The%20Conrad%20Prebys%20Foundation%20Summer%202021%20Grant%20Announcement
mailto:kls@nstpr.com?subject=The%20Conrad%20Prebys%20Foundation%20Summer%202021%20Grant%20Announcement

